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In order to improve the e�ect of online interactive teaching of English, this paper analyzes the online interactive teaching data of
English in combination with the generation of confrontation network and simulates the human interaction process to perform
simulation. Moreover, this paper introduces the strategy gradient of reinforcement learning to the generator of the generation
confrontation network to solve the problem that the generation confrontation network is di�cult to be used for dialogue
generation. In addition, this paper combines intelligent algorithms to construct an online interactive teaching system for English.
�e experimental research results show that the interactive English online teaching system based on the B/S model proposed in
this paper has a greater advantage than the traditional online English teaching method.

1. Introduction

�e fundamental characteristic of the network is openness,
which is established on the basis of freedom and openness
and breaks the limitations of time, space, and speed. Any
computer can be connected to the Internet as long as it
supports the TCP/IP protocol, and users can quickly and
conveniently obtain information from various websites or
information channels with the help of network applications
such as tag aggregation and search engines [1]. Information
sharing technology eliminates many intermediate links in
information dissemination, truly realizes “space without
barriers” and “information barriers,” realizes the exchange
of needs, adjusts surpluses and de�ciencies, and optimizes
resource allocation. �e Internet is a comprehensive in-
formation integration system. �e content of English
teaching information resources exists in the form of hy-
pertext, and its hypermedia interface can be linked to a
number of subject websites related to English courses
through the Internet [2].�erefore, English classes can make
full use of the latest English teaching syllabus and ideas on
the Internet, English teaching materials, many models of
English teaching software, online courses, abundant course
reference documents, course development tools and image

materials, and the English teaching experience of �rst-line
teachers. Moreover, it can use the overview of schools
around the world, various educational policies, measures,
research projects, online journals, printed materials, and
various dynamic information and daily news, dynamic re-
ports, meeting notices, etc., to expand knowledge. In ad-
dition, it comprehensively utilizes exquisite pictures,
beautiful music, realistic animation, and video images and
enriches the information content to comment and supple-
ment the original knowledge. �is makes the content and
manifestation of English teaching resources of English class
continue to be enriched, the structure of the resource system
is gradually optimized and continuously improved, and
secondary resources, tertiary resources, and fourth resources
are gradually formed to realize the dynamic development of
network information resources. Moreover, it realizes the co-
construction and sharing within the region and the sharing
and exchange between regions, which promotes the inter-
action within the English teaching system to the greatest
extent, and minimizes the duplication of the construction of
English teaching resources. Finally, it realizes the maximum
utilization of limited English teaching information resources
under the condition that the total input of educational re-
sources remains unchanged [3].
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+e rapid popularization of interactive communication
tools and software such as mobile communication tools,
videoconference systems, and instant messaging software
has truly realized diverse learning methods and ubiquitous
learning. Using the videoconferencing English teaching
system, one terminal to one terminal, one terminal to
multiple terminals, and multiple terminals to multiple ter-
minals can realize synchronous video interactive English
teaching. Students can ask questions to the teacher through
the message board, and the teacher will answer the questions
according to each student. In a word, whether it is one-to-
one interaction, one-to-many interaction, and many-to-
many interaction or synchronous interaction, asynchronous
interaction, and mixed interaction, there are various forms
of network-interactive media support, which provide a
variety of English teaching means.

+is article combines intelligent algorithms to construct
an interactive English online teaching system. +e con-
structed system can not only realize the interaction between
teachers and students but also realize the interaction be-
tween students and intelligent systems and improve the
effect of English online teaching.

2. Related Work

Scholars still have a relatively clear definition of the concept
of network, interaction, and teaching mode [3]. +e char-
acteristics of the network imply interaction, “interaction”
refers to the phenomenon that the difference in the response
amount between each level of a factor changes with the
different levels of other factors, and teaching interaction is
the interaction of teaching information between teaching
and learning as well as learners. Literature [4] believes that
the interactive teaching mode should highlight the student-
centered and teacher-led teaching concept, and both
teachers and students should give full play to their initiative
and participation, create a variety of interactive situations,
promote the active participation and investment of both
sides, realize the mode of mutual promotion among teaching
subjects, and jointly do a good job in teaching and learning.
Reference [5] regards teaching mode as a comprehensive
model and dynamic process. Teaching mode can make
teaching theory concrete. Under the guidance of certain
teaching ideas or teaching concepts, a relatively stable
teaching activity program and activity structure form carried
out in a specific environment is constructed to solve the
problems of college students’ English education. +e com-
prehensive theoretical model and practical method of ed-
ucational goals, content, methods, means, mechanisms, etc.
are a dynamic process composed of various teaching activity
units connected together. Some scholars also regard the
teaching mode as a plan or paradigm. Literature [6] believes
that the teaching mode is a teacher-led teaching activity
planning mode, which includes not only the activity process
but also the selection of teaching materials and the setting of
homework, etc., highlighting the teacher-led fixed teaching
mode. Literature [7] believes that a model refers to a rela-
tively stable teaching interaction framework system estab-
lished under the guidance of a certain teaching theory and is

a methodology for carrying out teaching activities. Although
scholars have different understandings of teaching mode,
they all believe that it is an intermediary for applying
teaching theory to actual teaching activities or practice, with
practical and operable functions, and is used by teachers and
students. +e Internet has opened up new channels and new
positions for English teaching. +e openness of the network
enriches the teaching content, the interactivity of the net-
work improves the teaching method, and the immediacy of
the network enhances the teaching effect. Literature [8]
mentioned that the network teaching mode has incompa-
rable advantages over the traditional single teaching mode.
+e huge treasure trove of network resources can enrich
teaching resources, network courseware can optimize
teaching content, network interactivity can improve
teaching methods, and network teaching can enhance the
effectiveness of English teaching. Literature [9] believes that
the interactivity and openness of the network expand the
coverage of education for English teaching and enhance the
teaching effect: the huge information storage of the network
provides splendid materials for English teaching and greatly
enriches the teaching activities. +e powerful communica-
tion advantages of the network provide an open commu-
nication method for teachers and students to interact with
English class teaching activities and become an important
platform for college students to acquire knowledge and
exchange ideas. +e virtuality of the Internet causes some
college students to be dehumanized, which has a negative
impact on their communication and interpersonal rela-
tionships; the disorder of the Internet challenges college
students’ ideological and moral concepts and legal aware-
ness, leading to some college students’ behavior.+is poses a
huge challenge to the teaching objectives of English courses,
which are responsible for cultivating qualified builders and
reliable successors of the cause of socialism with Chinese
characteristics. Reference [10] talks about the challenges of
the Internet to teaching, and believes that the richness of the
Internet enriched the content of English teaching, the
interactivity of the Internet impacted one-way teaching
methods, and the equality of the Internet diluted the au-
thoritative status of teachers. In a word, the Internet also
poses challenges to the teaching objectives, teaching con-
tents, and teaching methods in the English teaching mode.

With the gradual modernization and humanization of
teaching concepts, the teaching effect of English courses in
colleges and universities has been significantly improved,
but there are still some problems such as the lack of in-
terest in learning by the main body of education, the
teaching methods are still outdated, the teaching skills are
still not skilled enough: the traditional teaching mode still
dominates, and pedagogical interaction is minimal. Lit-
erature [11] mentioned that the English teaching effect is
not good; the frequency and effect of the teacher-student
interactive teaching mode are not satisfactory; the
teacher-student interactive mode is convergent and lack
of innovation. Reference [12] mentioned that in terms of
teaching skills, many English teachers in colleges and
universities have not mastered computer technology ac-
curately; secondly, in terms of teaching mode, traditional
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one-way theoretical lectures still dominate, with teachers
leading and students being passive. It has not changed; in
the end, the effect of online teaching of English courses in
colleges and universities is still unsatisfactory, and the
ideal teaching effect has not been achieved. +e reasons
are that traditional teaching concepts are deeply rooted,
and modern teaching models are difficult to accept; in-
sufficient investment in educational infrastructure and
lack of monitoring mechanisms have led to the superfi-
ciality of online teaching and no comprehensive and in-
depth research; the reform of English teaching in colleges
and universities focuses on forms. Lack of content is an
important reason that makes it difficult to achieve good
teaching effects [13].

3. Improved Dialogue Generation Algorithm
Based on GAN Network

+is paper analyzes the online interactive teaching data of
English in combination with the generative confrontation
network and simulates the human interaction process to
perform simulation.

+e generative adversarial network consists of two parts:
generator and discriminator. +e two parts learn by game,
which is an unsupervised learning method. In the dialogue
generation model, the generation model is used to capture
the internal distribution of training samples and map
questions to answers.+e discriminator is used to determine
the probability that a sentence is a human answer. Specif-
ically, the generative model tries as much as possible to fake
sentences similar to human answers to fool the discrimi-
nator, and the discriminator tries to identify whether the
dialogue is a human answer or a forgery of the generative
model.

We assume that the data set is x, the data distribution to
be learned by the generator is pg, and the question z sent to
the generator obeys a certain distribution p(z).+e generator
model and the discriminator model can be expressed as
G(z; θg), D(x; θd) respectively. Among them, θg and θd

represent the network parameters of the generator and
discriminator, respectively. +e purpose of the GAN gen-
erator is to make the discriminator misjudge, which can be
expressed as [14]

minG log(1 − D(G(z))). (1)

At the same time, the discriminator must correctly
identify the source of the data, so the entire model is

minGmaxDV(D, G) � Ex∼pdata (x)
[log D(x)]

+ Ez∼pz(z)
[log(1 − D(G(z)))].

(2)

+e framework of the model is shown in Figure 1 [15].
Due to the discrete nature of words, the dialogue gener-

ation task cannot directly use formula (2) to train themodel. In
order to overcome this problem, this chapter will improve the
generative adversarial network, using reinforcement learning
strategy gradient to calculate the network error, which can be
used for dialogue generation.

According to the reinforcement learning of the value
function to continuously iterate the process of policy
evaluation-policy update, this paper estimates the state
function or state-action function and then finds the optimal
strategy. However, this table-based reinforcement learning
has certain limitations. For example, when the state space
and action space are too large, the number of value functions
vπ(s, a) increases exponentially, making it impossible to
calculate. In addition, table-based reinforcement learning
cannot handle situations where states and actions are
continuous.

Different from the reinforcement learning based on
the value function, by constructing the policy network, the
reinforcement learning using the policy function can learn
the strategy directly, instead of obtaining the optimal
strategy through the estimated value function. +at is, it
can directly get the next action by inputting the agent’s
state into the network. +is chapter will use the Seq2Seq
model as the policy network, the state is a question, and
the action is the answer to the question. If we assume that
the network parameters of the Seq2Seq model are θ, the
policy is g, the state is π, and the action is a, then the policy
network can be expressed as [16]

π(a|s, θ) � P At � a|St � s, θt � θ( . (3)

Since the parameters of the strategy function are al-
ready included in the network, the network parameters
can be updated iteratively according to the gradient.

θt+1 � θt + α∇J θt( . (4)

Among them, J(θ) represents the optimization objec-
tive, and ∇J(θt) represents the gradient.

For the strategy function, if it is assumed that the
probability of trajectory τ is Pθ(τ), then the objective
function J(θ) is expressed as [17]

Question

G
Generator answer

D
Discriminator

Real
samples

is D correct?

Figure 1: Generative confrontation network structure of dialogue
generation model.
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J(θ) �  Pθ(τ)G(τ)dτ. (5)

+e derivative of the objective function is

zJ(θ)

zθ
�

z  Pθ(τ)G(τ)dτ
zθ

,

� 
zPθ(τ)

zθ
 G(τ)dτ,

�  Pθ(τ)
1

Pθ(τ)

zPθ(τ)

zθ
 G(τ)dτ,

�  Pθ(τ)
z log Pθ(τ)

zθ
 G(τ)dτ,

� Eτ∼Pθ(τ)

z log Pθ(τ)

zθ
G(τ) .

(6)

z log Pθ(τ)/zθ can continue to decompose:

z log Pθ(τ)

zθ

�
z

zθ
log P s0(  

T−1

t�0
πθ at|st( P st+1|st, at( ⎛⎝ ⎞⎠,

�
z

zθ
log P s0(  + 

T−1

t�0
log πθ at|st(  + log P st+1|st, at( ⎛⎝ ⎞⎠,

� 
T−1

t�0

z

zθ
log πθ at|st( .

(7)

Based on the above formula, the final objective function
gradient is

zJ(θ)

zθ
� Eτ∼Pθ(τ) 

T−1

t�0

z

zθ
log πθ at|st( G(τ)⎡⎣ ⎤⎦. (8)

Compared with reinforcement learning based on value
functions, reinforcement learning methods based on policy
networks can not only process discrete state and action
spaces but also high-dimensional discrete or continuous
state and action spaces and are suitable for use as a dialogue
generation model.

+e reinforcement learningmodel is composed of (s, a, r, π,
p) five-tuples, corresponding to state, action, reward, strategy,
and state transition probability. For the questions in this
chapter, the definitions of these 5 elements are as follows[18]:

(1) +e state s is the question x of the dialogue
(2) Action a is to generate answer y under the condition

of dialogue x
(3) +e return r is the probability that the discriminator

correctly recognizes the answer y is the artificial
generation

(4) Strategy π is the action that should be taken under
the condition of dialogue history x

(5) State transition probability p is the probability of
generating a reply y under the conditions of x and a

+is article uses the Seq2Seq of the two-way GRU as
the text generation model. In this model, the dialogue
question x is input into the encoding end of the Seq2Seq
model, and finally, the sentence is generated by the
softmax function on the decoding end. As far as this
problem is concerned, the Seq2Seq model is a strategy
network. +e encoder inputs the question x, and the
decoder outputs the action a. Since the vocabulary of the
text is discrete, it is impossible to directly update the
generator parameters using the ordinary generative
confrontation network training method. +is article uses
the policy gradient method to update.

+e role of the discriminator is to identify whether the
sentence is generated by machine or man-made, so it is a two
classifier. For the problems in this chapter, logistic regres-
sion is used as the binary classifier. In this research, the skip-
through vector sentence vector generation method is used,
and the dialogue is encoded into a vector representation and
then used as the input of the two classifier.

+e skip-through vectors model uses an encoding-
decoding framework in continuous text and borrows
word2vect’s skip-through method to encode a sentence
into a distributed representation based on the context of a
sentence. Since similar sentences have similar semantics
and grammar, the sentence vector after encoding is also
similar. +e model consists of 3 parts: an encoder and two
decoders. Among them, encoder uses GRU unit instead of
LSTM as RNN encoder. If it is assumed that the current
sentence is si and the contexts are si−1 and si+1, respec-
tively, then the entire sentence can be represented as
(si−1, si, si+1) by triples. +e purpose of the skip-through
vectors model is to use these triples to train a general
encoder.

We assume that the last hidden layer of the coded
sentence si at the encoding end is hi, and the word of the
sentence si−1 is wt

i−1. According to the encoding-decoding
framework, the decoder uses maximum likelihood estima-
tion to maximize the probability of generating the si−1. +e
optimization objective can be expressed as [19]

max
t

log P w
t
i−1 w

<t
i−1

 , hi . (9)

Similarly, for the following si+1 g, there are

max
t

log P w
t
i+1 w

<t
i+1

 , hi . (10)

Combining the above two formulas, the optimization
goal of the entire model is

max 
t

log P w
t
i−1|w
<t
i−1, hi  + 

t

log P w
t
i+1|w
<t
i+1, hi ⎛⎝ ⎞⎠.

(11)

+e skip-through model is shown in Figure 2.
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After the model training is over, the output of the last
hidden layer on the encoding end is the sentence vector
representation. After that, the sentence vector is used as the
input of the two classifier.

Since the values of the image pixels are continuously
differentiable, the image can be directly used to generate the
adversarial network training. However, the dialogue is
composed of discrete words and cannot be directly used for
training like images. In order to solve this problem, the
policy gradient algorithm is introduced to update the net-
work parameters. According to the reinforcement learning
model settings in this chapter, the return of generating a
complete sentence is RT, then the objective function is

J(ϑ) � E RT|x, θ  � 
y1∈V

Gθ y1|x(  · Q
Gθ
Dϕ

x, y1( . (12)

Among them, θ is the generator network parameter, and
in this research, it is the Seq2Seq network parameter.
Gθ(yi|x) represents the probability that the generator
generates the word yi under the condition x, which is the
strategy in the reinforcement learning model. Q

Gθ
Dϕ

(x, yi)

represents the action-value function; that is, the value
generated by generating the vocabulary yi under the con-
dition of the state x.

+e premise of using formula (12) to calculate the ob-
jective function is to calculate the value function Q. If the
generator has generated a complete statement, the Q

function can be expressed as [20]

Q
Gθ
Dϕ

x, yT(  � Dϕ y1: T( . (13)

According to formula (12), the value function Q depends
on each action yi, and the discriminator can only judge
whether a complete sentence is generated by machine or
man-made after it is generated. +erefore, formula (13)
cannot be used directly to calculate the action-value function
of the incomplete sentence.

In order to calculate each state-action value function
Q

Gθ
Dϕ

(x, yi), this research uses an additional rollout policy
G

[1]
β to search for possible words through the Monte Carlo

search algorithm. +is article uses the softmax method to
search the vocabulary space, and the formula is as follows:

P yt|x, y1: t−1(  �
exp P yt|x, y1: t−1( ( 


V
j�1 exp P yj|x, y1: t−1  

. (14)

If it is assumed that the complete sentence has T words
and the generator has generated t words, the complete
sentence completed by Monte Carlo search is

Y
1
1: T, . . . , Y

N
1: T  � MC Y1: t; N( . (15)

Among them, N represents the number of Monte Carlo
searches. For this research, the value of N is 5. In summary,
the value function Q can be expressed as

Q
Gθ
Dϕ

x, yT( 

�

1
N



N

n�1
Dϕ Y

n
1: T( , Y

n
1: T ∈MC

Gβ Y1: t; N( t<T,

Dϕ Y1: t( , t � T.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(16)

Among them, Yn
1: T ∈MC(Y1: t; N).

In the confrontation network, every time the discrimi-
nator model undergoes a judgment, the error must be passed
to the generator model to update the parameters in the
generator model network. According to formula (12) and the
policy gradient update algorithm, there are

∇θJ(θ) � EY1: t−1 ∼ Gθ

yt∈V

∇θGθ yt|Y1: t−1(  · Q
Gθ
Dϕ

Y1: t−1, yt( ⎡⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎦.

(17)

According to formula (19), after performing Monte
Carlo search, we can get

∇θJ(θ) �
1
T



T

t�1

yt∈V

∇θGθ yt|Y1: t−1(  · Q
Gθ
Dϕ

Y1: t−1, yt( ,

�
1
T



T

t�1

yt∈V

Gθ yt|Y1: t−1( ∇θlog Gθ yt|Y1: t−1( 

· Q
Gθ
Dϕ

Y1: t−1, yt( ,

�
1
T



T

t�1
Eyt ∼ Gθ yt|Y1: t−1( )

· ∇θlog Gθ yt|Y1: t−1(  · Q
Gθ
Dϕ

Y1: t−1, yt(  .

(18)

+e role of the discriminator is to identify as much as
possible whether the answer is generated by a person, so in
this research, Dϕ(y1: T) can be defined as

Dϕ y1: T(  � P(y|x, θ) · Q+(x, y). (19)

Among them, Q+(x, y) represents the probability that
the discriminator judges that the dialogue (x, y) is artificially
generated.

Combining formulas (16), (18), and (19), the final target
gradient is obtained as

I could see

the cat on

the steps

I got back home <eos>

<eos> I got back home

<eos>

<eos>This was strange

This was strange

Figure 2: Skip-through network structure.
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∇θJ(θ) �
1
T



T

t�1
Eyt ∼ Gθ yt|Y1: t−1( )

· ∇θlog Gθ yt|Y1: t−1(  · Q+(x, y) .

(20)

In order to maximize the return, the network parameters
of the generator model adopt the gradient ascent algorithm,
and the update method is

θ⟵ θ + α∇θJ(θ). (21)

Since it is not easy to train the generated adversarial
network, if formula (20) is used directly to update the
network parameters of the generator model, the perplexity
value will not be easy to converge after the model is trained
for a period of time. +is means that as the training time
increases, there are more and more optional words for the
generator model, and the performance of the generator
model becomes lower and lower. +e reason for this phe-
nomenon is that the generator model directly updates the
network parameters according to the reword returned by the
discriminator model. However, this direct method will bring
a series of problems: once the generator model training effect
becomes poor, the discriminator model can be trained well
so that the generator loses the update direction, and
eventually the discriminator and the generator cannot
converge synchronously, and the model cannot be trained.

In order to alleviate this problem, this research in-
troduces supervised teacher guidance. +e specific process
is to use the artificial response as the generator input to
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Define the business logic-
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Business logic layer (spring)
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Define the business

logic functions
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Figure 3: Overall architecture diagram of the platform.
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update the generator model network parameters. +e most
intuitive way is to set the reword returned by the dis-
criminator to 1.

4. Interactive English Online Teaching System
Based on B/S Model

Based on the demand analysis and design goals of the
abovementioned network-interactive English teaching
platform, if the traditional B/S system design method is
adopted, the amount of data information interacted be-
tween the client and the server will be relatively large. +is
not only puts pressure on the server but also reduces the
user’s response speed and the utilization of network re-
sources. +e use of RIA technology can effectively reduce
the amount of data information transmission between the
client and the server and can also make full use of the
client’s resources, effectively alleviating the heavy load
pressure on the server. +rough the use of Flex technology,
the design of the presentation layer of the network-in-
teractive English teaching platform can be realized. Flex
has a rich and complete UI component, a model com-
ponent for defining data, and a control component for
communicating with the server. In addition, Flex also
provides a powerful data verification method, and all of
these functions are completed locally on the client, without
the intervention of the server. +e business logic layer of
the platform is managed by Spring and uses Spring’s In-
version of Control (IoC) technology to create, configure,
and manage Beans using BeanFactory. Developers do not
need to write lengthy code to build the relationship be-
tween each Bean, and developers do not need to write code
that has little to do with business logic, such as database
transactions and log output. Spring’s AOP can separate
this type of code from the application, reduce code cou-
pling, and increase code reuse. Hibernate is used as the
persistence layer of the platform, and the Hibernate
framework encapsulates JDBC in a lightweight manner.

When we use Hibernate to manipulate data, we do not
need to write tedious JDBC code anymore. Instead, we use
an object-oriented thinking model to add, delete, modify,
and check data through the Session interface. +e net-
work-interactive English teaching platform is integrated
with Flex, Spring, and Hibernate to realize the hierarchical
development of Web applications. Figure 3 shows the
overall architecture of the platform.

+e functional structure of the network-interactive
English teaching platform is shown in Figure 4.

+e process of the network-interactive English teaching
platform is shown in Figure 5.

A teacher can teach multiple courses, and a course can
have multiple teachers. At the same time, a student can
choose multiple courses, and a course corresponds to
multiple different students. Moreover, a student can ask
multiple questions and reply to multiple questions; a teacher
can also discuss and solve the same problem multiple times.
In addition, teachers can upload multiple multimedia video
resources, and students can also download and upload
multiple multimedia video resources. Finally, a major has
multiple courses and a series of relationships. +e specific
relationship is shown in Figure 6.

+e overall design of the platform mainly includes the
framework of the interactive English teaching platform, the
framework of the server and client systems, and the division
of modules. First, this paper introduces the framework of the
entire interactive English teaching platform and then in-
troduces the module architecture of the interactive English
teaching platform, including the server, classroom man-
agement client, and student client. Finally, this paper designs
the various modules of the Android client in detail, and the
system hardware deployment diagram is shown in Figure 7.

+e client functional structure diagram is shown in
Figure 8.

+e interactive feature is mainly manifested as online
teaching can provide flexible and content-rich teaching
resources based on the teaching object. +e online teaching

Ipad

Smart mobile-phone

Swicher

Server

Touch
screen

Touch
screen

Multi-touch integrator

USBUSB

Figure 7: System hardware deployment diagram.
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environment not only requires advanced and complete
hardware facilities and convenient control but also requires
the smooth operation of supporting system software and
requires the realization of interactive teaching system in-
tegration in classroom teaching. +is article uses the Seewo
software and hardware system online teaching built by the
school as the core to construct a smart teaching

environment from the three aspects of situation, task, and
reality integration so as to broaden the teaching interaction
channels and enhance the teaching interaction effect. +e
English online interactive teaching system is shown in
Figure 9.

After obtaining the English online interactive teaching
system, the effect of the system is verified. In this paper, the
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Figure 9: English online interactive teaching system.
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Figure 8: +e structure diagram of the client function.
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Figure 10: Statistical diagram of teaching experiment data.

Table 1: Comparison of teaching experiment.

Num Traditional teaching
methods

Online
interactive
teaching

Num Traditional teaching
methods

Online
interactive
teaching

Num
Traditional
teaching
methods

Online
interactive
teaching

1 59.38 78.59 29 71.59 85.92 57 70.75 70.83
2 74.14 86.75 30 72.03 87.02 58 69.25 77.55
3 63.82 75.80 31 55.57 76.56 59 68.71 85.96
4 55.15 70.37 32 77.24 76.93 60 72.24 86.19
5 56.84 78.24 33 74.16 87.39 61 57.70 74.10
6 70.66 90.72 34 55.18 86.98 62 66.36 90.28
7 72.92 78.43 35 74.82 86.35 63 55.25 90.89
8 71.98 88.47 36 63.89 86.12 64 69.50 80.57
9 78.32 81.62 37 71.69 74.45 65 62.96 73.04
10 73.47 70.90 38 75.98 76.81 66 66.47 76.14
11 71.96 75.43 39 63.47 77.36 67 64.81 73.72
12 60.70 80.36 40 58.63 81.66 68 66.38 84.34
13 60.69 89.07 41 73.46 74.77 69 57.14 73.39
14 71.56 71.96 42 58.30 81.83 70 73.06 87.69
15 61.42 76.25 43 55.44 87.36 71 72.62 80.13
16 62.21 88.66 44 71.81 81.44 72 71.24 74.59
17 58.00 73.89 45 64.37 81.53 73 55.19 76.03
18 78.39 71.72 46 69.54 87.83 74 76.88 81.87
19 66.33 89.08 47 57.22 80.86 75 69.75 81.66
20 54.50 76.76 48 78.95 76.16 76 60.07 75.67
21 76.88 89.59 49 72.22 80.53 77 63.13 71.96
22 66.94 85.26 50 61.54 73.71 78 68.41 88.86
23 63.00 77.88 51 60.78 74.58 79 78.03 72.22
24 61.24 90.55 52 65.78 74.32 80 58.72 77.43
25 67.82 85.29 53 64.46 88.24 81 56.10 84.16
26 74.94 82.78 54 57.32 72.68 82 68.36 85.84
27 73.26 73.46 55 55.38 87.08 83 56.00 81.38
28 72.64 77.83 56 55.04 72.49 84 69.18 77.04
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system performance analysis is carried out through exper-
imental teaching method, and the system performance
verification is carried out through teaching statistics method.
Moreover, this paper compares the teaching method pro-
posed in this paper with the traditional online teaching
method. +e results shown in Table 1 and Figure 10 are
obtained.

From the above analysis, it can be seen that the inter-
active English online teaching system based on the B/S
model proposed in this paper has greater advantages than
traditional online English teaching methods and can ef-
fectively improve the effect of students’ online learning.

5. Conclusion

+e interactivity of the network refers to users having more
choice and autonomy when choosing information and also
refers to the two-way relationship between information
providers and recipients. +e essence of English teaching is
the interactive activities between teachers and students, and
English teaching in English class is more about the exchange
of ideas and emotional awareness between educators and
educators to achieve a consensus of value. +erefore, the
interactive features of the Internet cater to the essential
needs of English teaching and are an extension of classroom
English teaching. +is article combines intelligent algo-
rithms to construct an English online interactive teaching
system. +e constructed system can not only realize the
interaction between teachers and students but also realize
the interaction between students and intelligent systems and
improve the effect of English online teaching. +e experi-
mental research results show that the interactive English
online teaching system based on the B/S model proposed in
this paper has greater advantages than traditional online
English teaching methods and can effectively improve
students’ online learning effects.
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